
A HISTORY OF THE BUILDING OF THE GREAT WALL OF CHINA AS

PROTECTION AGAINST OUTSIDE THREATS

The history of the Great Wall of China began when fortifications built by various states during The Great Wall of China
visible today largely dates from the Ming dynasty, as they rebuilt much of the wall in stone .. In the north, the state of
Wei and the Yiqu built walls to protect themselves from Qin aggression, but were still.

During this period, non-Han " conquest dynasties " ruled the north: the Khitan Liao dynasty â€” and the
succeeding Jurchen Jin dynasty â€” in the east and the Tangut Western Xia â€” in the west, all of which had
built walls against the north. Beer bottles and food wrappers cover the floor. At the top of a 2,foot-high ridge,
they reached a long trail of haphazardly placed rocks. Much of this massive barrier snaking up and down the
hills still stands today. For thousands of years, it acted like a patron saint but meanwhile a barrier for the
power extension of Han Chinese who ruled the central plain. Shifting sands may occasionally expose a
long-buried sectionâ€”as happened in Ningxia in â€”but for the most part, they do far more harm than good.
Kilns have been set up to bake bricks. Nomadic herders had inhabited the bordering steppe territories since the
fourth century B. The visual integrity of the Wall at Badaling has been impacted negatively by construction of
tourist facilities and a cable car. These diplomatic marriages would become known as heqin , and the terms
specified that the Great Wall determined to be either the Warring States period Qin state wall [52] or a short
stretch of wall south of Yanmen Pass [53] was to serve as the line across which neither party would venture.
Under the strong hand of the Ming rulers, Chinese culture flourished, and the period saw an immense amount
of construction in addition to the Great Wall, including bridges, temples and pagodas. A similar situation
prevails in Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region, which boasts over 1, km of walls of various architectural forms
from the Warring States, Qin, Han, Sui and Ming dynasties. The orphans, the frail, the widowed and the
seniors were desperately trying to escape from their appallingly derelict state and died on the wayside as they
wandered away from their home. Sun believes his ancestral roots in the region originated in an unusual policy
shift that occurred nearly years ago, when Ming General Qi Jiguang, trying to stem massive desertions,
allowed soldiers to bring wives and children to the frontlines. The most relentless enemy is desertificationâ€”a
scourge that began with construction of the Great Wall itself. On the southern side Inner Mongolia , this
pressure brought the nomads into contact with China. Instead of ceasing their attacks, the northerners learned
that not only could their incursions gain them quick access to goods, but they could also be used as a threat to
request even more aid from the Chinese. It's a prospect that doesn't bother Ding. Since the guards on the
towers felt unable to defend themselves, they would not raise the alarm if they spotted Mongols nearby,
preferring to pretend that they had not seen them. Criterion i : The Great Wall of the Ming is, not only because
of the ambitious character of the undertaking but also the perfection of its construction, an absolute
masterpiece. Half an hour away, at Mutianyu, sightseers don't even have to walk at all. I recently visited
families in the Ningxia town of Yanchi who still live in caves dug out of the wall during the Cultural
Revolution of  Trading posts were built on the border. Two decades of economic growth have turned
small-scale damage into major destruction.


